TEXAS MUNICIPAL
RETIREMENT SYSTEM
(TMRS)
Update to City Council

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


TMRS has offered various cost of living options including ad hoc
(one time) COLAs and repeating (automatically applied every year)
COLAs.



Member cities can choose to pay COLAs at 30%, 50%, or 70% of
CPI (consumer price index).



TMRS COLAs contain a retroactive provision. If a COLA has been
discontinued and then re-implemented or offered at a different
percent of CPI,
CPI the retroactive provision assumes that the COLA
has always been offered at that percentage.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


Prior to 2008, TMRS did not include future COLA costs in their rate
calculations for member cities and did not have a specific timeframe
in place to pay for those benefits.



Under the pre-2008 methodology member city liabilities and rates
would have continued increasing ad infinitum.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


Beginning in 2008, TMRS started to include future COLA costs in
their rate calculations and began amortizing them over a fixed 30year period to ensure proper funding of benefits.



This change in methodology meant that member cities would
experience an immediate rate increase to begin paying for benefits
that were p
previously
y not funded.



Effective January 1, 2009, the City of Garland discontinued
providing a cost of living adjustment to retirees because to do so
would have resulted in a rate increase from 16.5% to about 24.5%.
The annual dollar impact would have been an increase of about $8
million just for the General Fund.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


Garland’s current TMRS rate is 11.7% of annual payroll because of
the decision to discontinue providing a COLA and significant
retirement plan structure changes that occurred in 2011.



37 TMRS cities have dropped their COLA since 2008, including
Irving, Amarillo, Corpus Christi, and San Antonio.



20 to 30 other TMRS cities have reduced their COLA percentage.



18 TMRS cities granted an ad hoc COLA and have done nothing
since.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


After the 2011 legislative session TMRS began to focus on more
flexible COLA options that would help to maintain retiree purchasing
power at an affordable cost for member cities.



A 19 member Advisory Committee consisting of all stakeholder
groups has reviewed six new options for providing a COLA:


Based on investment earnings
earnings.



Based on a separate reserve account.



A self-funded annuity option.



A fixed rate COLA.



Based on additional employee contributions.



Based on retirement plan funded status.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


The Advisoryy Committee initiallyy rejected
j
all of these options
p
for various reasons and decided instead to focus on three
internally developed options:
 Provide a window of time for cities with no COLA to opt
back in to a variable repeating COLA (30%, 50%, or 70%
of CPI) with no retroactive provision.
 An
A ad-hoc
d h COLA with
ith no retroactive
t
ti provision.
i i
 A COLA that would be delayed until a retiree reached a
certain age or number of years in retirement.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


Assuming that legislation described in 13)a above would be
introduced and approved and the City of Garland chose to opt back
into a 30% repeating
p
g COLA, Garland’s annual rate would increase
from 11.7% of payroll to about 13.7% of payroll.



This increase would amount to about $2 million of additional cost to
the General Fund.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


Recently TMRS sent a survey to Advisory Committee members soliciting
their level of support for several other options including:
 A repeating flat rate COLA with no retroactive provision.
 An ad-hoc flat rate COLA with no retroactive provision.
 An option
p
for member cities to increase eligibility
g
y requirements.
q
 An additional one-time payment to retirees.



The survey also asks Committee members to choose whether the options
should
h ld b
be available
il bl tto allll cities,
iti
only
l cities
iti th
thatt currently
tl d
do nott h
have a
repeating COLA, or only cities that do not currently participate in social
security and whether the options should be available at any time, “one time
only”, or for a limited period of time.



Responses to the surveys will help to form the agenda for the upcoming
Advisory Committee and TMRS Board meeting on August 16th and 17th
respectively.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT


The TMRS Board will be very reluctant to sponsor any legislation
that has not received consensus from the TMRS Advisory
Committee.



TMRS is very much interested in maintaining local control rather
than mandating a “ one size fits all” COLA option



Due to numerous changes
g that occurred during
g the Texas p
primary,
y,
TMRS wants to keep any legislative bill as simple as possible. They
Believe that any bill which is too complex will ensure its defeat.

